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Beautiful LandscapesQuickly Produced
Brown Brothers Company, Nurserymen, Limited, Landscape Architects

PO0. BROWNS NURSERIES, ONT.WITH the general developinent of the country, the increasing amount of travel and unprecedented prosperity, the many
thousands of acres of public parks and innumerable private estates developed into beautiful landscapes, has corneageneral love for the beautiful in nature. This has been increased and intensified by the introduction of hundreds ofvaluable species and varieties of trees, shrubs and plants from various parts of this country and from foreign lands, s0 that we

may now say, there is a tree or plant for every purpose.
All this has produced a widespread demand for expert advice on the subject of the improvement of public and private es-

tates and city back -yards, for the lack of which in many cases large sums are being expended that bring very littie satisfac-tion.. Plants and'trees are somnetimes, selected that are entirely unsuited to the soul and conditions that prevail,. or some<"stock" design may have been obtained without consideration of the fact that it cannot possibly meet the requirements of
different places wholly unlike in the character of soil, contour and exposure. The resuit is that the trees and plants placed
among conditions foreign to their natures are unable to extract from the soul and atmosphere a proper nutriment to sustain life,to say nothing of making a vigorous, healthy growth, and in consequence they soon sicken and -die, leaving their places vacant,Often it is well they do, for, at best, some of themn would only make a conglomeration of disconnected specimens entirely out
of harmony with one another.

A home is better planned and constructed for having the advice of an experienced architect, and the same is true of thelandscape work required about a home. Even though the expenditure of but a small sjum Ws contemplated it is better tospend this judiciously than at random. Well planned and planted grou:nds surroundingz a house, make the whole an attrac-
tive home and bespeak the culture found within.
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